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About us

Hyro is an innovative startup backed by top VCs with a strong team of 
NLU experts, computational linguistics PhDs, FS engineers and 
ex-Google Duplexers. 

Our mission is to simplify digital interactions by enabling healthcare 
organizations to deploy conversational interfaces at scale.

Featured on

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D5VN56jQMWM
https://www.gartner.com/en/documents/3983039
https://www.forbes.com/sites/meimeifox/2020/04/08/what-5-small-businesses-are-doing-to-help-during-the-coronavirus-crisis/#169e8d007c3f
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/hyro-develops-free-virtual-assistant-143000963.html
https://www.marketwatch.com/press-release/hyro-develops-free-virtual-assistant-to-aid-covid-19-support-and-diagnosis-2020-03-19
https://techcrunch.com/2019/07/25/airbud-raises-4-million-to-add-a-voice-interface-to-your-website/
https://www.healthcareitnews.com/news/how-montefiore-uses-chatbots-guide-patients-covid-19-hotspot


Notable Deployments 

Healthcare providers across the U.S. 
trust Hyro's conversational AI:



Problem

Content in healthcare can be complex.
It’s creating problems for payers and providers.

Friction between patients, providers & payers

Lower engagement and higher patient churn

Reduced revenue for the provider and payer

“I’m lost, my 
head hurts, 

who should I 
see?!”



Problem 

80% of businesses, including healthcare organizations, 
plan to add conversational interfaces by 2021 *Gartner

Require NLP expertise 
and mountains of data

Expensive and 
time consuming

But 99% of healthcare organizations can’t 
successfully deploy and maintain NL interfaces

Limited 
scalability



Our Product

01. Scrape 
Hyro scrapes existing data 
sources (websites, DBs, 
APIs, etc.)

03. Understand
Adds contextual 
natural language 
understanding layers

04. Deploy
Generates a conversational 
AI assistant that can be 
easily embedded on 
various platforms

Hyro creates plug & play conversational AI interfaces 
 by seamlessly ingesting information from various data sources.

A new use case can be up and running within two weeks:

02. Restructure
Restructures the data to 
a knowledge graph (KG) 
made queryable by natural 
language



Other Solutions

- Predefined playbooks and limited state machine
- Learning requires thousands of examples per intent

Limited “intent-based” flows Robust “Knowledge-based” conversation

- Automatic knowledge graph based on existing content
- Learning requires few dozens of examples overall 

Differentiation

Hyro’s real knowledge 
graph of the keyword 
“neurology”



Websites

Mobile Apps

Call Centers

Text Messages

Emails

Social Media

Smart Speakers

Supported Platforms and Channels



● Natural language processing and 
understanding

● Embedded healthcare taxonomy to 
boost conversation quality

● Consolidation of multiple data sources

● Context handling through computational 
linguistics and knowledge graph 
(automatically updates)

● Results filtering based on business logic
 

● Feedback loops (auto + manual) that 
improve those results

Conversational Interfaces 

Differentiators



Conversational Search 

Combine NLU-based conversational 
features with the search experience.



Conversational Handoff

Swap between AI and live agents for the queries that 
truly require manual support.



Conversational Intelligence

Turn rich conversational data into
actionable patient insights

● 24/7 access to rich, raw data to 

empower digital optimization

● Real-time conversational logs 

for troubleshooting on-demand 

user issues

● Periodic reports with actionable 

insights like top keywords & 

categories

● Constant quality improvements 

based on client data analysis



Plug & play solution allows for 
frictionless implementation, zero-stress 
on IT teams and ultimate scalability

Seamless integrations with APIs, DBs 
and third-party platforms allow for live 
handoff and actionable next steps 

Customizable based on client needs, 
such as protocols, phrasing, channels, 
APIs and supporting multiple 
conversational flows simultaneously

SOC-2 TYPE-2 and HIPAA Compliance 
ensures up-to-date safety, encryption 
and security. ADA Compliance. 

Key Organizational Benefits

+ Patient 
acquisition 

- Sale cycle+ Conversion + NPS/CSAT+ Agent 
productivity

- OPEX



www.hyro.ai                      contact@hyro.ai

A stellar patient journey starts with


